SUMA PS5700

ETHICS FOR SUSTAINABILITY MANAGEMENT AND FINANCE


Course Overview

The World Bank has estimated that the global cost of corruption is at least $2.6 trillion, or 5% of the global gross domestic product (GDP). Businesses and individuals pay over $1 trillion in bribes annually, which does not account for billions of dollars of both humanitarian and development aid that pass clandestinely from public to private hands, billions lost to tax evasion, and billions funneled to and from illegal trafficking. In addition, it does not account for billions of dollars enmeshed in conflicts of interest, ranging from campaign donations to regulatory loopholes and “private gain from public office”. All such transactions occur in globally widespread yet deeply cryptic arenas. In this money-based environment, “what is just” in the distribution of programmatic goods fluctuates continuously, depending upon whose participation is permissible, assessable and verifiable in decision processes. Some voices are loudly heard, others are barely heard, and still others are unheard; and the difference depends significantly upon the existing distribution of wealth, including the gateway conditions it projects, particularly power and privilege.

In this complex situation variously tainted by and saturated with unethical conduct, the advancement and success of sustainability, including the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), require positive applications of ethics in all reaches of human activity. What are such applications? What ethics and ethical means are necessary and integral to the advancement and success of sustainability? Many new practical ethics, framed by scholars and practitioners since
the 1960s, are promoted today by individuals and organizations, including businesses of all sizes, national and international governmental organizations, civil society organizations (CSOs, also called non-profit non-governmental organizations, or NGOs), loosely structured social movements, and clearly or vaguely defined neighborhoods. In what forms and at what levels of sustainability management are the new ethics to be articulated, espoused and activated? This course seeks to identify, explain and explore sustainability ethics and the ways in which they can be systematically instituted by sustainability managers in continuous processes of policy, program and project design, implementation, critique and review.

The course material is divided into three main sections: challenges, pathways and practices. Challenges include particularly the perennial human problem of land- and power-grabbing, which occurs today on a worldwide scale seething with issues of climate, conflict and corruption—issues that thwart ecology, society and economy, the three pillars characteristically understood to support sustainability. Pathways, which extend to corporations, partnerships, movements and communities, are directions that can be followed to alleviate or eliminate those challenges. Practices, which occur in the wide arenas of production, transaction, distribution and development, are the primary forms of human activity that make sustainability management sustainable—insofar as they are ethical. Throughout the course, specific ethics and ethical values are introduced: in the 1st section, earth justice, environmental justice, and sectoral justice are explored; in the 2nd, the standpoints of corporate social responsibility (CSR), environment, society and governance (ESG), socially responsible investment (SRI), and diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI) are compared; and in the 3rd, the values of care, transparency, resilience and wellbeing are examined. Reference is also made to three critical issues of our monetized capitalist world: commodification, privatization and financialization. These issues are palpable in the ceaseless effort to finance sustainability, especially the SDGs.

While sustainability management requires the understanding and application of complex science, both natural and social, the efficacy of science in producing human and environmental goods depends upon ethical evaluations of need, use, and harm, together with ethical conduct at all levels of management. Knowledge of the ethical expectations of decision processes promotes the possibility of achieving such goods. Yet today, achieving them for all is critically precarious, largely because a subsistence lifestyle is no longer an alternative accessible to the human population in general. Ethical issues have become global, and calls for their resolution are increasingly desperate, rancorous and volatile.
Course Objectives

Students are expected to acquire knowledge of the substance, context and management of competing ethical claims made by stakeholders in relation to social, economic and environmental goods and impacts. The projected learning outcomes are new or enhanced capabilities for:

1. meeting the urgent need to:
   (1) recognize and remediate the overarching problem of structural inequality and inequity;
   (2) advance the institution and implementation of inclusivity, diversity, identity and humanity;
   (3) discern and assess the interconnection of finance with policy outcomes;
   (4) evaluate and explain the interconnection of finance with cultural realities;

2. meeting the ongoing need to:
   (5) identify ethical problems concerning the biotic whole and its sectors;
   (6) balance competing needs of non-human and human populations and communities;
   (7) utilize corruption assessment tools and implement anti-corruption measures;
   (8) map conflict and its local, regional, national, international and global ramifications;
   (9) design incentives or disincentives to influence, alter or enforce climate-related issues;

3. meeting the managerial need to:
   (10) apply sustainability ethics to policy, program and project design, and in public discourse;
   (11) create mechanisms for ethics training and monitoring in the practice of management;

4. meeting the methodological need to:
   (12) decipher and understand ethics in statements, documents, arguments and outcomes;
   (13) utilize cases and case histories to inform, improve and ground decision making.
Course Topics and Readings

In advance of each class, students should become familiar with the weekly topic and themes by reading the 4 relevant articles available in the Files section of our Canvas site. A website is also available weekly in the Files section as a source of additional information and potential research. Occasionally, optional readings are posted to provide further context. The required readings have been drawn from an array of scholarly journals to demonstrate the broad range of cross-disciplinary contributions to and complications in the field of sustainability. During each class session, students will have the opportunity to offer questions and comments about the readings and related matters.

Introduction

Week 1. Do We Know How to be Ethical?
September 7

Please select and read any 4 articles among the 7 listed below, the first week of class.


Website: Ethical Systems
https://ethicalsystems.org/
Section I. Challenges

Week 2. Are Environmental Ethics Practical or Impractical?
*September 14*


Website: Earth Charter
https://earthcharter.org/

Week 3. What is Commodification?
*September 2*

*Note: The Hooper article is a more accessible selection compared to the Bruers article.*


Website: Land Matrix
https://landmatrix.org/

Week 4. What is Privatization?
September 28


Website: OpenSecrets
https://opensecrets.org/

Week 5. What is Financialization?

October 5


Website: Open the Books
https://openthebooks.com/

Section II. Pathways

Week 6. Corporations and Values Statements (CSR)

October 12


Website: UN Global Compact
https://unglobalcompact.org/

**Week 7. Partnerships and Smart Interventions (ESG)**
**October 19**


Website: Center for Public Integrity
https://publicintegrity.org/

**Week 8. Movements and Intergenerational Alliances (SRI)**
**October 26**


Website: World Justice Project  
https://worldjusticeproject.org/

**Week 9. Communities and Common Pools (DEI)**  
November 2


Website: Human Rights Watch  
https://hrw.org/

**Section III: Practices**

**Week 10. Production Processes: Resources and Care**  
November 9


Holzberg, Britta. “Local Understandings of Decent Work and the Legitimacy of Global

Yea, Sallie. “‘Like every other day’: Writing Temporalities of Banal Exploitation among Precarious Migrant Workers.” *Area* 00(0) (2023): 1-8. DOI: org/10.1111/area.12891.


Website: Care International
https://care-international.org/

*November 16*


Website: Transparency International
https://transparency.org/

**Week 12. Holiday**
*November 23*

**Week 13. Distribution Processes: Opportunities and Resilience**
*November 30*


Website: Amnesty International
https://amnesty.org/

**Week 14. Development Processes: Growth and Wellbeing**
*December 7*

*Please select and read any 4 articles among the 5 listed below, the last week of class.*


Website: Heifer International
https://heifer.org/

**Week 15: Research Sharing Session**
*December, To Be Determined*

**Course Materials**
Required reading materials are available in the Files section of our Canvas site, typically as PDFs. To access a reading, simply click on the title in the Files section. You may also download it to your computer. Links to relevant websites, including various reports and articles, also appear in the Files section.

In addition, PPTs used in class to facilitate lectures and discussions will be posted weekly in the Files section of our Canvas site, soon after the class to which they pertain. This is meant to facilitate review of course material, as needed.

Course Requirements and Grades

Each class session will be composed of both lecture material and open discussion. Students are welcome to raise questions and offer comments throughout the class sessions. Course requirements include the following, upon which grading is based.

1. Class Attendance: Attendance will be given a maximum weight of 13 points. One grade point will be given for each attended class session. Attendance should be timely and regular. An absence is excused only with (a) prior email notification for an important purpose, or (b) emergency verification. Attendance should be professionally attentive, including without distracting use of electronic equipment other than any integral to our class session. Please note: To receive credit for an excused absence, more lengthy post-class remarks or questions should be written. These should be submitted by the immediately following Friday, 10pm. (This pertains only to excused absences.)

2. Class Participation: Participation will be given a maximum weight of 13 points. A maximum of one grade point will be given for active participation during each week's class session (or very soon after, as explained at "Please note:"). Active participation includes both (a) raising questions and offering comments connected meaningfully to ongoing discussion; and (b) addressing readings by sharing highlights and considerations pertaining to the authors' views. Please note: If you are unable to speak each week, please submit any brief comment or question that you would have liked to share in class but had hardly any opportunity to do so, in the appropriate Discussions section of our Canvas site (i.e., the section titled, "Post-class Participation Remarks or Questions", followed by the week number and the class date). This should be submitted by 11:59pm, the evening of the pertinent class. If you offered a brief comment or question in class, there is no need to do so again. Please note: The add-drop period of the fall semester will be treated as a "grace period" with regard to class participation. This (for Weeks 1 and 2) should be completed by the weekend of September 15-17.

3. Discussion Entries: Discussion entries on our Canvas website in the Discussions section will be given a maximum weight of 26 points. A maximum of two grade points will be given for (1) the timely preparation and posting of a response concerning the readings, and (2) the perception and clarity of the response. Your entry is due on Canvas by Wednesday, 8pm, each week, in advance of the class to which it pertains. A lateness penalty will apply. Please note: The add-drop period of the fall semester will be treated as a "grace period" with regard to discussion entries. These (for Weeks 1 and 2) should be completed by the weekend of September 15-17. Please note: At Week 12 (Holiday) and Week 15 (Last Day Before Study Period), you may write your own reflections on environmentalism or environmental justice or whatever you think is relevant to them, as a substitute for a regular discussion entry. Your reflections can be
empirically or narratively based. (See the following suggestion at Weeks 12 and 15, in the Discussions folder: "If you would like to write some free-thinking and/or free-emoting reflections, as an alternative to a regular discussion entry, please do so here.")

4. Term Paper: There are two components to this assignment: (1) a composite topic proposal and first draft (minimum 4 pages [1000 words]), and (2) a final version (minimum 12 pages [3500 words]). The former component will be given a maximum weight of 18 points, and the latter component will be given a maximum weight of 30 points. The total is 48 points. Further details on the content and structure of these two written assignments are provided below and in the Assignments section of our Canvas site. Papers will be grouped by cohesiveness or similarity of topics, and an informal sharing session of findings will be scheduled for our assigned day/time during exam period, for the purpose of sharing research and findings with each other.

Detailed Instructions for the Topic Proposal:

The topic should be (a) a case study, pertaining to (b) an incident, event or situation, that (c) either illustrates or violates primarily one form of environmental/sustainability ethics, and (d) could be remediated or resolved in some specified way that comports with modern practical ethics. The following should be included:

1. The case of concern (policy, project, disaster, tradition, etc. “A”, in county city, town, suburb, village, region, etc. “B”). Generate your case by investigating pertinent websites, documents, data bases, narratives/stories, etc.
2. The primary actor(s) (individual, corporate, non-profit, movement, agency, government, etc.) involved.
3. Some indication of the most pertinent organization’s “mission, vision, and values statements” as it appears on their website (“Our values are A, B, C”).
4. An explanation of any gap (or no gap) between these values and the action/activity under discussion.
5. A careful explanation of the most relevant form of environmental/sustainability ethics involved.
6. At least five scholarly journal articles (from different journals) pertinent to the case should be applied, with the use of “Chicago Style” endnotes and bibliography entries. (Both kinds of references can be found in the “Research Guide” section of our Canvas site, and in brief form at the following link: https://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/tools_citationguide.) Note: the more intensive the research, the greater the depth of the analysis/argument.
7. The paper topic proposal should be written in textual form (rather than any rendition of outline or list form), and the textual component (not including the endnotes and bibliography entries) should be a minimum of 1000 words long.

Detailed Instructions for the Final Version:

The term paper should be structured in the following way, with subheadings for the 4 sections:
1. **Introduction:** [Observation and Hypothesis] Ask, what is wrong (or right) here, and why might it be wrong (or right)? Highlight (a) the case (situation/scenario), including main actors, time, place; (b) the subset of ethics that seems to be involved, and (c) the relevant SDG(s) and other pertinent guidelines, documented or undocumented (e.g., a constitution, law, rule, environmental impact statement).

2. **The Case:** [Material and Test] Detail the behavior of the primary organization (and individuals) involved, indicating also the relevant organizational values statement, together with the mission and vision statements, and any relevant codes, promises and pronouncements (e.g., press releases). What violations, if any, are evident?

3. **The Ethic:** [Measurement and Analysis] A conceptual review and explanation of the particular subset of ethics to be used, and apply it as a critical assessment tool. (Utilize both readings and PPTs, where pertinent.) Does the behavior evident in the case conform to the expectations/requirements of the ethic?

4. **The Critique:** [Observations and Conclusion] A thematic discussion of the case in itself and in relation to similar cases, with a view to the relevant SDG(s) and other pertinent documents. Is the case anomalous, trending, or systemic? Can it be corrected if unethical or propagated if ethical? How might this be accomplished?

Manuscript formatting details include the following:

(1) the text should be a minimum of 3,500 words in length;

(2) the font size should be 11 or 12 (check overall word length accordingly);

(3) the left, right, top and bottom sides of each page should have 1-inch margins, but the text should not be "blocked";

(4) the text should be double-spaced, not single-spaced;

(5) the pages should be numbered;

(6) the word count should be indicated at the end of the text;

(7) endnotes should be used (not footnotes or parenthetical notes) and should be situated not in a "footer" but at the end of the last page of the text;

(8) textual citation numerals for endnotes should appear in Arabic, not Roman superscript (e.g., ¹⁵, not XV);

(9) a bibliography should be situated on pages following the pages on which the endnotes are situated;

(10) neither the endnotes nor the bibliography should be included in the word count;

(11) citation numerals, endnotes and bibliography should be prepared in Chicago Style, using the guidelines provided at the following link: [http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/tools_citationguide](http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/tools_citationguide).

(12) any images, photos, diagrams, models, graphs, tables, charts, etc., should be situated on pages titled Appendix, following the text;
a minimum of 20 sources of research should be utilized. Of these, at least 17 should be scholarly (e.g., journals and books) or “official” (e.g., reports from organizations) as distinct from news articles, internet blogs, and so on. Any non-peer-reviewed sources that are utilized should be fact-checked.

At the end of the semester, each student’s points for all requirements (class attendance, class participation, discussion questions and the 2-part term paper) will be totaled, and a class curve will be established. Final grades will be provided on a letter grade scale.

School Policies and Expectations

Academic Integrity Statement: The School of Professional Studies does not tolerate cheating and/or plagiarism in any form. Those students who violate the Code of Academic & Professional Conduct will be subject to the Dean’s Disciplinary Procedures. These rules can be viewed online at: http://studentconduct.columbia.edu/.

Please familiarize yourself with the proper methods of citation and attribution. The School provides some useful resources online; we strongly encourage you to familiarize yourself with these various styles before conducting your research. Cut and paste the following link into your browser to view the Code of Academic & Professional Conduct and to access useful resources on citation and attribution: https://sps.columbia.edu/students/student-advising/academic-policies-procedures.

Disability Statement: SPS is committed to ensuring that students registered with Columbia University’s Disability Services receive the reasonable accommodations necessary for their full participation in their academic programs. If you are a student with a disability and have a DS-certified accommodation letter, you may wish to make an appointment with the course instructor to discuss your accommodations. Faculty provide disability accommodations to students with DS-certified accommodation letters, and they provide the accommodations specified in such letters.

Names/Pronouns: Everyone deserves to be addressed in a manner that reflects their identity. Everyone is welcome to tell us their pronoun(s) and/or name (if different from University records) at any time, either in person or via email.

Discrimination: We embrace the diversity of gender, gender identity & expression, sex, sexual orientation, race, ethnicity, national origin, age, religion, disability status, family status, socioeconomic background, and other visible and non-visible identities. Columbia University does not tolerate unlawful discrimination, discriminatory harassment, sexual assault, domestic violence, dating violence, stalking, or sexual exploitation and all such conduct is forbidden by Columbia University Policy.

Duty to Report: Everyone deserves a university community free from discrimination, harassment, and gender-based misconduct including sexual harassment, sexual assault, domestic and dating violence, stalking, and sexual exploitation. It is therefore University policy to require Columbia faculty and staff to report to EOAA any instance or allegation of prohibited conduct involving any undergraduate or any graduate student that is disclosed to, observed by, or otherwise known to that employee. This requirement to report is in place to help ensure that
students are provided appropriate resources and to allow the University to mitigate harm to our community.

**Confidential Resources:** There are confidential University employees on campus who do not have a Duty to Report, including:

- Sexual Violence Response & Rape Crisis/Anti-Violence Support Center (SVR)
- Ombuds Office
- Medical Services
- University Counseling and Psychological Services
- University Pastoral Counseling
- Columbia Office of Disability Services

University employees working in a confidential capacity will not report information shared with them.

**Inclusion:** In the Master of Science in Sustainability Management program, faculty and staff are committed to the creation and maintenance of “inclusive learning” spaces – classrooms and other places of learning where you will be treated with respect and dignity, and where all individuals are provided equitable opportunity to participate, contribute, and succeed.

In our Ethics for Sustainability Management and Finance classroom, all students are welcome regardless of race/ethnicity, gender identities, gender expressions, sexual orientation, socio-economic status, age, disabilities, religion, regional background, veteran status, citizenship status, nationality and other diverse identities that we each bring to class.